Eyes on the Prize

Working in a hospital or school
pushing a pencil or a mop and broom

Keep your eyes on the prize
Organize

Doctor, Orderly or Nurse
Janitor, Lab Tech or Clerk

Keep your eyes on the prize
Organize

Organize, Organize
Keep your eyes on the Prize
Organize

If you’re born here or somewhere else
working in a group or by yourself.

Keep your eyes on the prize
Organize

Black or Brown, Asian or White
Man or Women, Working Day or Night

Keep your eyes on the prize
Organize

Organize, Organize
Keep your eyes on the Prize
Organize

Many of us like to Philosophize
Spin our Theories, Intellectualize

Keep your eyes on the prize
Organize

But the has come to get off our butts
move our feet and show some guts.

Keep your eyes on the prize
Organize

Organize, Organize
Keep your eyes on the Prize
Organize

Take our Fight into the Streets
Against the boss or the Police.

Keep your eyes on the prize
Organize

Organize, Organize
Keep your eyes on the Prize
Organize